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Abstract 
Clustering methods divide the dataset into groups of similar objects, where objects in the same group are similar and 
objects in different groups are dissimilar. Traditional clustering techniques that find clusters in full dimensional space 
may fail to find clusters in high dimensional data due to various problems associated with clustering on high 
dimensional data. Subspace and projected clustering methods find clusters that exist in subspaces of dataset. These 
methods provide solutions to challenges associated with clustering on high dimensional data. Projected clustering 
methods output subspace clusters where one point in the dataset belongs to only one subspace cluster. Points may be 
assigned to multiple subspace clusters by subspace clustering methods. Projected clustering is preferable to subspace 
clustering when partition of points is required. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) has been proven to be effective for 
solving complex optimization problems. In this paper, we propose a Projected Clustering Particle Swarm 
Optimization (PCPSO) method to find subspace clusters that are present in the dataset. In PCPSO, Particle swarm 
optimization has been used to find optimal cluster centers by optimizing a subspace cluster validation index. In this 
paper, kmeans has been used to find neighbourhood of subspace cluster centers. The proposed method has been used 
to find subspace clusters that are present in some synthetic datasets. 
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1. Introduction 
Clustering refers to the process of dividing dataset into groups of similar objects. Each group is called 
as a cluster. The objects in the same cluster are more similar and objects in different clusters are 
dissimilar [1]. Traditional clustering methods which find clusters in full dimensional space tend to fail 
when applied on high dimensional data. This is because of various problems associated with clustering in 
high dimensional data [2]. Subspace and projected clustering methods find clusters that exist in subspaces 
of dataset. These methods have emerged as a possible solution to the challenges associated with 
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clustering high dimensional data [3]. One point can belong to only one subspace cluster in projected 
clustering. In subspace clustering a single point can belong to more than one subspace cluster [4].  
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) has been proven to be a promising technique for solving complex 
optimization problems. In PSO, each particle in the search space represents a solution to a given problem. 
Each particle is associated with a position and velocity. Fitness function evaluates the positions of 
particles. The velocities of the particles are calculated according to the historical best positions of the 
population and positions of particles are updated in each iteration. The particles fly towards better regions 
through their own effort and with the cooperation of other particles [5]. 
In this paper, we propose a method to find subspace clusters using Particle swarm optimization.  We 
have used a subspace cluster validation index as fitness of particles. The proposed method has been 
applied on synthetic data sets and it has been observed that the proposed method found subspace clusters 
that are present in these datasets. 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, related work is given. Proposed method is explained 
in Section 3. Section 4 contains results and discussion. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section 5.   
2. Related Work 
Aggarwal et al. [6] proposed PROCLUS which is a k-medoid like clustering algorithm. It randomly 
determines set M of scattered medoids. In the cluster refinement phase subspace is determined for each of 
k current medoids and points are then assigned to the closest medoid considering the relevant subspace of 
each medoid. The bad medoids are replaced by new medoids from set M as long as clustering quality 
increases. Relevant dimensions are found again from the clusters identified and points are reassigned to 
centers. Points that are too far away from their closest medoid are identified as noise points in 
postprocessing step. Procopiuc et al. [7] considered a projected cluster in method DOC to be a fixed 
length hypercube of width w containing atleast Į points. DOC selects an arbitrary point p and then it 
randomly selects tentative cluster for p. Attributes for which projections of all the tentative cluster’s 
members on this attribute are within distance w from the projection of p on this attribute are taken as 
relevant attributes. All data points that fall within distance w from p on all attributes which are relevant 
for tentative cluster together form a projected cluster. Bohm et al. [8] proposed PreDeCon which uses a 
specialized distance measure and a full dimensional density based clustering algorithm known as 
DBSCAN [9].  
Particle swarm optimization has been applied to clustering problems. Cui et al. [10] presented a hybrid 
PSO algorithm using PSO and K-means. The clustering result from PSO clustering method has been used 
for giving initial seeds to K-means clustering in this hybrid approach. Van der Merwe et al. [11] 
developed a new PSO based clustering algorithm where K-means clustering is used to seed the initial 
swarm. Recently, Lu et al. [5] proposed a PSO-based algorithm called PSOVW to solve the variable 
weighting problem in soft projected clustering of high-dimensional data.  In [12] PSOVW is extended to 
handle the problem of text clustering. In this paper, we propose PCPSO for hard projected clustering. 
3. Proposed method 
In this section our proposed PCPSO method is explained. Figure 1 shows proposed PCPSO method. 
3.1  Description of proposed PCPSO method 
x Input parameters 
The number of subspace clusters (k) and average number of relevant dimensions per subspace cluster (l) 
are input parameters required by PCPSO in addition to parameters required by PSO. 
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Figure 1. Proposed PCPSO method 
x Encoding of particles 
Each particle is of length K where K represents number of subspace clusters. Each dimension of the 
particle can take any value from the set {1, 2, 3, 4, ... , N} where N represents number of points in the 
dataset. Each particle encodes K points from input dataset which are selected as cluster centers of K 
subspace clusters.  
x Initial population 
The initial population is selected randomly. Each dimension of the particle can take any value from the 
set {1, 2, 3, 4, ... , N} where N represents number of points in the dataset. 
x Fitness evaluation 
Each solution in the population has a fitness value which depends on the function to be optimized. 
Decoding particle gives K cluster centers of subspace clusters. K-means clustering is applied on input 
dataset with K cluster centers given by PSO as initial seeds. Cluster centers are updated to those centers 
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given by K-means clustering. Clusters obtained by K-means clustering on input dataset are taken as 
neighborhood points of corresponding cluster centers. Neighbourhood points are then used for identifying 
relevant attributes for subspace clusters. Points are assigned to centers using relevant attributes found. 
Relevant attributes are found again using clusters obtained after assigning points to centers. The points 
are again reassigned to centers using relevant attributes found. Subspace clusters obtained are validated 
using subspace cluster validation. Subspace cluster validation index has been taken as fitness value of the 
particles.  
x Updating positions of particles 
The velocities of the particles are calculated according to the best positions (pBest of particle and gBest of 
population). The positions of particles are updated in each iteration using velocities of particles calculated 
in that iteration. 
x Termination 
If termination condition is satisfied then algorithm terminates and returns optimal cluster centers. 
4. Experimental results 
We applied PCPSO method on synthetic datasets. Results obtained for a dataset having 9 subspace 
clusters with 14 average number of relevant dimensions per subspace cluster are discussed below.    
Table 1. Matching points between output and input clusters                    
Output cluster obtained by PCPSO 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Input cluster that is matched with output cluster  D I A H B F G E 
No. of points in input cluster  152 150 300 153 152 151 149 153 
No. of points in output cluster  160 155 317 167 260 153 161 154 
No. of common points between output and input clusters 152 150 300 153 152 151 149 153 
Table 2. Number of mismatched dimensions between output cluster and input cluster 
Output cluster 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Matched input cluster D I A H B F G E 
No. of mismatched dimensions 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 
Subspace clusters are obtained by running steps in fitness function of PCPSO once again with optimal 
cluster centers given by PCPSO. Table 1 shows that output subspace clusters 2 to 9 obtained by PCPSO 
has common points with input subspace clusters A to I (excluding cluster C ) that are present in dataset. 
Cluster C got merged with cluster B and identified as output cluster 6. Set of noise points are identified as 
output cluster 1. Hence cluster 1 is not shown in Table 1 and Table 2. From Table 1 we can observe that 
the sizes of input clusters and number of common points are equal. This shows that each output cluster 
(except output cluster 1) has matched to input cluster that is present in dataset. The size difference 
between output clusters and input clusters is due to noise points present in the dataset. From Table 2 we 
can observe that there are only 4 mismatches between relevant dimensions of subspace clusters and 
relevant dimensions of subspace clusters identified by using PCPSO.    
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5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we proposed Projected Clustering Particle Swarm Optimization (PCPSO) method for 
projected clustering. We applied PCPSO on synthetic datasets to obtain subspace clusters present in these 
datasets. Our future work includes using different methods for encodings for particles, neighbourhood 
generation, identifying relevant attributes and different subspace cluster validation indices in our PCPSO 
method. Results can be improved by adding a step for removing noise points before subspace cluster 
validation step in PCPSO method. Our future work also includes combining hierarchical clustering and 
PCPSO for improving results by creating methods like HC-PCPSO. 
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